
INSI Al I INSTITUTNATIONAL H ~!~g:~ES SCAN 2 - S1 - Math Test #3 - 2h January 29, 2019 

No documents, no calculators, no cell phones or electronic devices allowed. Cute and fluffy pets allowed (for moral 
support only). 

Ali your answers must be fully (but concisely) justified, unless noted otherwise. 

The marks are given as a guide only; the final marking scheme rnight differ from the marks provided here. 

Exercise 1 is common with PCC2. 

Ex ercise 1 (7 marks). Let 

1/J Rz - Rz 
(x, y) ..- (xy, 2x). 

' 1. Define the open set 
u = { (x, y) E R2 I O <X< l, y > x}. 

Find an open subset V ofR2 such that the restriction of <p to U is a C2-diffeomorphism from U to V. Represent U and 
V on two distinct figures. 

\ 2. Determine the fonctions f : U -t R of class C2 that are solution of the following partial differential equation: 

iJ2f â2f âf _ 3 
x âxây (x, y) - y ây2 (x, y) - ây (x, y) - 2x y. 

œdi,\J (rx 1~ - _9 dZ,~ J f"l(t.3) - d~J /'X-1 '3) =- J,_~ 

Exercise 2 (5 marks). Let 
f: Rz - R 

(x,y) ..- 2x2 -2x+1-(1-y+2y3)2. 

We denote by Ciff' the curve ofR2 of equation 
f(x, y)= O. 

'\ 1. Show that in a neighborhood of 0 (0, 0), the curve Ciff' adrnits a representation of the form y = <p(x) with <p of class C2
• 

_ \ 2~a) Deterrnine the second-order Taylor-Young expansion of <pat O. 

\ b) Deduce an equation of the tangent line !:,. to Ciff' at O and the relative position of Ciff' with respect to !:,._ 

Ô 3. -;') Show that the curve Ciff' is symmetric with respect to the straight line of equation x = 1/2. 

b) Sketch (on the same figure) the curve Ciff' in a neighborhood of O and of A(l, 0). 

c) Give (,vithout any justifications) the equation of the tangent line to Ciff' at A(l, 0). 



Exercise 3 ( 4 marks). Let 
f : JR3 - lR 

(x, y,z) - x zeY + (x + y)ez. 

We denote by .5" the surface of JR3 of equation 

(.5") f(x , y, z) = O. 

~ 1. Show that in a neighborhood of 0 (0, 0, 0), the surface .5" admits a representation of the form y = <p(x, z) with <p of 
class C2

• 

2. Determine an equation of the tangent plane 9 to .5" at 0, using two different methods: 

a) using the gradient off at 0, 

b) using the first order Taylor-Young expansion of <pat (0, 0). 

3. Determine the value of af,2<p(0, 0). 

Exercise 4 ( 4 marks). The questions of this exercise are independent from each other 

0 1. Let a E R Determine the convergence of the following series: 

'v el/n -1 _ 

LJ na 
n 

2. Show that the following series is convergent: 

I<-1r-1 __ 
n yn + Zn 

For N E N*, determine the sign of 
+ oo 1 

RN= I <-1r~, 
n=N+I yn + Zn 

as well as an upper bound of IRNl -

3. a) Briefly justify that the following series is convergent: 

b) For NE N we define 

We also define: 

Show, using the integral comparison test that 

L l :n2· 
n 

N l 
SN= I--2· 

n=O 1 + n 

+ oo 1 
s-"'-- LJ l + n2 • 

n=O 

VNEN, arctan(N~l) :::;S-SN:s;arctan(~)-

.6--e "'"'" - -1 

h--H) o( 


